
THE VOLUME UNIT 

MANY audio engineers do not under¬ 

stand the volume unit (vu), for it 

is a difficult unit to describe in words 

Perhaps it would help to state what the 

vu is not. 
The vu is not a unit of measurement 

for power or power level as are the watt 

and dBm. The vu is not a unit of meas¬ 

urement of loudness as is the phon. In 

fact, the vu has no relationship to any 

other unit of measurement encountered 

in electrical communications. 

Nevertheless, it is one of the most use¬ 

ful tools of the audio engineer, as it is 

used in the stating of the level of com¬ 

plex, n our recurrent;! and non-periodic 

waves (music and speech) of electricity. 

The vu should not be used for steady- 

state waves, just as the dBm must not be 

used for complex material. The vu and 

the dBm are highly different units and 

must be treated so. 

Volume in vu is numerically equal to 

the highest scale reading observed on a 

standard vu meter during a short period 

of time, added to the dB attenuation of 

the attenuator network that precedes the 

meter. Occasionally meter deflections of 

unusually high level may be ignored. 

From the above strict definition, sev¬ 

eral things may be deduced. First, since 

the meter reading is constantly chang¬ 

ing, the ballistic characteristics of the 

meter are of great importance. Second, 

the vu is far from being a precise unit of 

measurement because it depends on hu¬ 

man interpretation of a constantly 

changing condition. 

A “standard vu meter" has a reference 

point (marked “0") near the upper end 

of its scale. The ballistic characteristic 

must be such that if a sinusoidal voltage 

of such amplitude as to give reference 

deflection under steady-state conditions 

is suddenly applied, the meter pointer 

must reach 99% deflection in 0.3 second. 

The pointer must then overswing the ref¬ 

erence point by at least 1.0% but not 

more than 1.5%. When the signal is re¬ 

moved, the pointer must fall with ap¬ 

proximately the same characteristic that 

it had when it was rising. 

Unless a meter has the above dynamic 

behavior, it cannot be used to deter¬ 

mine volume in vu. 

Many meter manufacturers mark 

common a.c. voltmeters in vu and then 

call them “vu" meters. The use of such 

instruments should be discouraged. 

The attenuator preceding a vu meter 

is calibrated in dB and marked in vu. It 

must be designed specifically for use 

with the impedances stated by the meter 

manufacturer. All American firms are 

standardized on one set of impedances 

and parameters. 

This information appeared in the first 

issue of Langevin Engineering Letter. A 
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Ham operators, hi-fi fans and 
audio engineers all endorse famous 

TELEX headsets; known for 
top grade performance for more 

than 25 years. 

MAGNA-TWIN-Typifies the quality stan¬ 
dards which have made Telex a favorite 
of hams. Delivers absolute maximum 
intelligibility under difficult QRM con¬ 
ditions; equipped with super-comfort 
foam cushions. Rugged, moisture-proof 
magnetic drivers give excellent sensi¬ 
tivity, broad response. Made of tough, 
high-impact plastic for outstanding 
durability under hard usage. 

1 
TELESET — Lightweight, economy ver¬ 
sion of the famous Magna-Twin; 
designed especially for ham require¬ 
ments. High performance, shock-proof 
Magna-Twin drivers at a low, low price. 

MONOSET — Feather-light 1.2 oz. 
weight eliminates headset fatigue. 
Sound from replaceable driver is fed 
directly into ears through adjustable 
tone arms. 
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COMBO — Brand new, high quality 
stereo headphones for the lively set. 
Big 31/2" reproducers deliver deep rich 
bass and pure sweet highs. Exciting 
new styling has deluxe foam-filled vinyl 
earcushions. Designed for comfort, 
adaptability and concert-quality sound 
— anytime, anywhere. 

c*« 
SERENATA—For personal listening, 
these Telex Serenata headphones will 
reproduce high fidelity sound equal to 
about $1,000 worth of speakers! Con¬ 
tains built - in tone control, adjust¬ 
able pressure control and detachable 
cord add versatility, extra value. 
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